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Acquisition context and the use of causal rules
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Judgmental asymmetries in using causal knowledge (e.g., for prediction or diagnosis) have been
attributed to the inherent directionality of causal knowledge. The present study examines the
effect of acquisition context-representations used for initial instruction, and the type of judgment
required during acquisition-on judgments using causal rules. In contrast to traditional concept
formation research, this paradigm examined the development of procedures for using rules, rather
than rule induction. College-student subjects learned to use causal rules describing digital logic
gates, receiving instruction with either verbal rules or truth tables, and practicing either predicting
or verifying logic-gate outputs. After 200 trials of practice with each rule, subjects were transferred
to the untrained judgment task. Transfer was strongly asymmetrical. Subjects trained to make
prediction judgments were slowed substantially by transfer to the verification task, while subjects
trained to make verification judgments had little difficulty with transfer to the prediction task.
Truth-table representations resulted in superior performance, especially for verification judgments.
Contrary to prediction, verification judgments always required more time. The results demonstrate
that acquisition context may be partly responsible for judgmental asymmetries, and imply that
examining conditions of acquisition is important for understanding how causal knowledge is used.

Much of our knowledge can be analyzed as hierarchies
of causal relations, and in many domains these relations
can be represented by deterministic rules. Rules, of course,
may be represented in a variety of notations (e.g., Johnson
Laird, 1983), and causal knowledge may be used in
several ways (e.g., Einhorn & Hogarth, 1986), includ
ing reasoning from cause to effect (prediction), from ef
fect to cause (diagnosis), and from a cause-effect com
bination to confirmation or disconfirmation of a causal
rule (verification). In the present study, we examined how
individuals learn to use causal rules. Specifically, we con
sidered whether the initial representation provided by in
struction and the type ofjudgment required during initial
practice affect the procedures that subjects develop for
using causal rules. The results indicate that these factors
have a substantial impact on the acquisition and use of
causal knowledge.

Most research on causal thinking has used paradigms
in which subjects reason with unpracticed verbal rules,
as in causal-rule versions of the Wason card-selection task
(e.g., Cheng & Holyoak, 1985), new and essentially arbi
trary causal relations (e.g., Schustak & Sternberg, 1981),
or assumed prior or normative knowledge (e.g., Tversky
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& Kahneman, 1980). These researchers and many others
(see Einhorn & Hogarth, 1986, for a review) have con
cluded that there is something special about the represen
tation of causal knowledge that affects reasoning processes
that operate on it. Tversky and Kahneman (1980, p. 51),
for example, attributed inferential asymmetries in think
ing about causal relations to the operation of a directional
"causal schema" that "evolves from causes to conse
quences," whereas Einhorn and Hogarth (1986) suggested
that diagnostic thinking is more difficult because consider
ing an effect first provides a temporal cue that conflicts
with the cause-to-effect ordering built into knowledge of
a causal relation. These suggestions are difficult to evalu
ate because rule learning and the acquisition of cognitive
procedures have not been considered in the context of
questions about causal knowledge. It is plausible, how
ever, that typical task demands during acquisition of causal
knowledge encourage individuals to develop procedures
that are optimized for prediction. If so, it should bepos
sible to encourage the development of procedures optimized
for other types of thinking with the same causal content.

There has been a great deal of research on the learning
ofconcepts defined by simple logical rules (e.g., Bourne,
1970; Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin, 1956; Levine, 1975).
Experimental tasks used in this research fall into two
categories: tasks in which the subjects are required to iden
tify relevant stimulus attributes given a rule (for exam
ple, disjunction), and tasks in which the subjects are re
quired to identify the correct rule for classification, given
the relevant attributes (Bourne, 1970). In either case, the
task requires induction on the basis of a series of positive
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and negative instances of a concept. Although they are
not explicitly described as "causal" (either theoretically
or to the subjects), these paradigms can be construed as
examples of a general paradigm that requires subjects
to learn causal rules describing feedback contingencies
(Dulany, 1974). That is, stimulus attributes "cause" the
classification of a stimulus according to a logical rule.

Previous research on conceptual rule learning supports
the hypothesis that the representation with which subjects
are instructed affects rule acquisition. For example, Dodd,
Kinsman, Klipp, and Bourne (1971) demonstrated that
training or instruction concerning truth tables resulted in
positive transfer to rule learning. Bourne (1970) suggested
that experience with rule-learning problems led subjects
to develop a general truth-table schema for such problems.

In the present study, we were concerned with the proce
dures that people develop for using causal knowledge.
Concept-learning research has generally employed dis
covery paradigms in which the subject must induce rules
or relevant attributes from a series of instances (Bourne,
1970), and the acquisition procedure is stopped once the
subject has demonstrated accurate knowledge of the con
cept. Practice in these paradigms has been operational
ized as solution of a series of induction problems in which
rules are applied to new attributes on each problem, rather
than repeated use of the same attribute-rule combinations.
The theoretical focus of previous research has therefore
been on the development and use of problem-solving
strategies, such as the truth-table strategy (Bourne, 1970)
and hypothesis testing (Levine, 1975). Our theoretical fo
cus led us to use an alternative paradigm, in which sub
jects received instructions about both relevant stimulus
attributes and rules and practiced using those rules for a
substantial number of judgments. In addition, we explicitly
described the rules as causal and presented them in an
experimental context that emphasized their causal nature.

In the present study, the subjects learned causal rules
that describe the input-output functions of digital elec
tronic components known as logic gates. A logic gate is
a "building block" component that performs a simple log
ical function on binary symbols; for example, an AND
gate may be described as producing a binary 1 whenever
it receives a conjunction of 1s as inputs. These rules have
several advantages for investigating the learning and use
of causal rules in general. First, they embody a set of
primitive logical functions that presumably are capable
of representing causal relations in many content domains.
Second, the content of these rules is unfamiliar to most
college-student subjects, allowing us to study the acqui
sition of procedures for using these rules. Third, the
hierarchical nature of digital electronic circuits provides
a good experimental model for causal knowledge domains.
Finally, the rules are deterministic, and their binary out
puts make collection of latency data straightforward.
Figure 1 shows symbols for the five logic gates that sub
jects learned in the present study, along with truth tables
and verbal rules representing the input-output function
of each gate.
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The subjects received instruction about these rules with
one of two representations (verbal rules or truth tables)
and practiced making either prediction or verification
judgments. We expected both manipulations to affect the
procedures that the subjects developed to make judgments
using these rules. First, the verbal statements of causal
relations have an explicit cause-to-effect form. Here, ver
bal rules had the form "if input, then output," where
"input" stands for a value or combination of values, and
"output" also stands for a value. Thus verbal rules should
be more appropriate for prediction than for verification
judgments. Truth tables, on the other hand, do not have
an inherent causal direction and should be equally appro
priate for both types of judgment. Second, practice with
prediction judgments should encourage the subjects to de
velop procedures for considering information in causal,
input-to-output sequence. Verification judgments, on the
other hand, can be made by considering the entire pat
tern of input, symbol, and output, and should encourage
the development of procedures without an inherent cause
to-effect directionality. Thus there should be no lasting
advantage of prediction over verification judgments. Also,
transfer between judgment types should be asymmetric:
subjects trained to make prediction judgments should find
verification difficult, whereas subjects trained to make
verification judgments should have little difficulty with
prediction.

The causal nature of the present task was established
by describing the rules as governing the operation of elec
tronic components. In other research (for examples, see
Einhorn & Hogarth's, 1986, review), verbal description
has been established as a strong manipulation of subjects'
interpretation of data as causal. We had two reasons for
contrasting verification, rather than diagnosis (inferring
inputs on the basis of a given output), with prediction.
First, verification judgments allowed unambiguous binary
responses comparable to the prediction judgments. Sec
ond, many "diagnosis" tasks that have been studied really
involvejudgments in which input state (cause), output state
(effect), and (sometimes implied) causal relation are
presented simultaneously (as in the examples presented
by Tversky & Kahneman, 1980).

Besides the hypothesized directionality, other proper
ties of the alternative representations may also influence
the course oflearning. Verbal rules are more concise and
thus more easily held in working memory, and may drop
out of verbal rehearsal earlier in learning, whereas a truth
table initially puts a greater burden on working memory.
Pilot work and subjects' comments made it clear that the
verbal rules were initially more memorable. Also, the
greater difficulty of deriving verification judgments from
verbal rules should initially trade off with the memory
advantage. Therefore, we expected that subjects who
received verbal rule instruction and made verification
judgments would initially need to refresh their memory
for the rules more often than would other groups. After
declarative knowledge of appropriate procedures was de
veloped, however, the need to refresh memory should
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Figure 1. Logic-gate symbols, truth tables, and verbal rules.

decline faster for the subjects given verbal rules than for
those given truth tables.

METHOD

Subjects
Forty-eight University of Illinois students volunteered to serve

as subjects in return for payment. All subjects were right-handed.
All reported that they had normal or corrected-to-normal vision,
and that they had had no previous experience with digital electronics
or computer programming.

Design
The experimental design was a 2 x 2 factorial, with judgment type

during learning (prediction or verification) and type of representa
tion (verbal rule or truth table) as between-subjects factors. Prac
tice block and gate type were varied within subjects.

Experimental Tasks
Each subject completed several tasks, in two sessions. The tasks

are described in this section, and the sequence of events is detailed
in the following section.

Logic-gate judgments. An IBM PC/XT microcomputer with an
IBM monochrome display was used to present practice trials for
the logic-gate judgments. Each trial began with the display of a ready
message. When the subject pressed the space bar on the computer

keyboard, a logic-gate symbol appeared centered on the screen. FOI
prediction judgments, the subjects responded by pressing keys in
dicating that the output should be 0 or 1. For verification judgments ,
the subjects pressed keys indicating that the displayed output was
correct or incorrect. Response keys were located in the center row
of the computer keyboard, and carried labels marked "0" and" 1,.
for the prediction task, and "Y" (correct) and "N" (incorrect) for
the verification task. Figure 2 shows sample displays for predic
tion (Panels A and C) and verification (Panels B and D) judgments.
The display was approximately 50 wide and 30high at the viewing
distance of approximately 55 cm.

Both two- and three-input gates appeared during practice. PHo!
research had demonstrated that subjects had little difficulty in gener
alizing to the three-input cases, regardless of the representation usee
for instruction.

The "help" displays, also shown in Figure 2, presented the
representations that were used for initial instruction. These represen
tations were not displayed at the beginning of a trial. The subject!
could, however, request help at any time during the trial (i.e., be.
fore or after a response was given).

When the subject responded, accuracy feedback was presentee
below the gate symbol. During the second experimental session
response time feedback in milliseconds was also displayed. Thi:
display remained visible until the subject pressed the space bar, a
which time it was replaced by the ready message for the next trial
On every 20th trial, summary feedback was provided, indicatiru
the proportion of correct responses on the last 20 trials.
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Figure 2. Sample displays for logic-gatejudgments: (A) prediction/
verbal rule; (8) verification/verbal rule; (C) prediction/truth table;
(D) verification/truth table.

Problem solving. The subjects attempted to solve prediction and
diagnosis problems in networks modeled after actual digital circuits.
Prior to practicing with logic gates, the subjects received simpli
fied versions of these problems, in which abstract components
replaced logic gates. After the logic-gate practice, similar problems
with networks of logic gates were presented. These problems were
originally intended to assess the effects of different logic-gate training
conditions. However, few differences were detected and variabil
ity was very great; therefore, data from these problems are not
presented here.

Reproduction of representations. The subjects were asked to
reproduce the representations they had been given for gate func
tions. Each subject was given a booklet with the symbol for a gate
drawn at the top of each page. The experimenter asked each sub
ject to draw the truth table or write the rule given at the beginning
of the experiment. In addition, the experimenter told the subject
that many people developed their own rules, and that any personal
rules should be described in as much detail as possible.

Procedure
The subjects were assigned to experimental conditions in a coun

terbalanced order as they arrived for the experiment. Each subject
participated in two individual sessions of approximately 2 h each,
separated by about 48 h. Table I describes the overall order of
events.

Three experimenters assisted with the data collection. The ex
perimenters were counterbalanced over experimental conditions.

Session 1. On arrival at the lab, the subjects heard a brief descrip
tion of the experiment and were asked about their previous ex
perience with electronics or computer programming. They then per
formed a brief problem-solving task involving networks of abstract
components.

After completing the problem-solving task, the subjects were in
troduced to the functions of the five logic gates, in the constant order
(1) inverter, (2) AND, (3) OR, (4) NAND, (5) NOR. To introduce
each gate, the experimenter first started the computer program to
display the gate symbol and verbal rule or truth table. The ex
perimenter named the gate and described the function, either by
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reading the verbal rule aloud or by reading each row of the truth
table (e.g., "If both inputs are 0, the output is 0"). Although the
truth tables were thus given verbal descriptions, it was emphasized
that the table as a whole represented the function. The experimenter
then described the practice procedure and use of the help key (see
above). The subjects practiced each gate type for 48 trials before
they were introduced to the next gate.

After this procedure had been repeated for each gate type, the
subjects practiced for four blocks of 100 trials. In each block, the
gates appeared in a random order, with the gates mixed in propor
tion to the possible input combinations for each gate. Because both
two- and three-input examples of AND, OR, NAND, and NOR
gates were used, this resulted in blocks consisting of 24 examples
of each of these gate types and 4 examples of inverters. The sub
jects were asked to try to answer correctly on each trial. For these
practice blocks, accuracy but not response time feedback was
provided.

Session 2. Thesecond experimental session began with four more
blocks of practice with the logic-gate judgments. The procedure
was identical to that of Session I, except that the subjects were in
structed to be fast as well as accurate, and response time feedback
(in milliseconds) was provided on each trial.

Following these practice blocks, each subject attempted to solve
eight problems involving networks of logic gates. After the sub
jects had completed these problems, the experimenter described the
untrained gate judgment task (i.e., verification for subjects trained
on prediction judgments, and vice versa). The subjects performed
100 trials of the untrained judgment task, with instructions to be
fast as well as accurate. Gate type varied randomly within these
transfer blocks. Help was not allowed on these trials.

Finally, the subjects attempted to reproduce the representations
they had been given when the logic gates were introduced. They
were then debriefed and paid for their participation.

RESULTS

Logic-Gate Learning
Introduction to logic gates. The subjects had little

difficulty in understanding and using the rules of opera
tion for individual gates. On the initial practice trials, with
each rule appearing in a separate block of 48 trials,
the subjects were very accurate (> 96% correct) and very
rarely used help «2% oftrials). The mean response time
for correct responses on trials on which help was not used
was 1,271 msec.

Mixed logic-gate practice, Session 1. Mixing the types
of gates made the task much more difficult. The subjects'

Table 1
Sequence of Events (Approximate Time)

Session I

Introduction (5 min)
Simplified problem solving (15 min)
Introduction to logic gates (48 trials each) (30 min)

Inverter, AND, OR, NAND, NOR
Practice with logic gates randomized (60 min)

4 blocks of 100 trials, accuracy feedback only

Session 2

Practice with logic gates randomized (45 min)
4 blocks of 100 trials, accuracy and latency feedback

Problem solving (35 min)
Transfer to untrained judgment (15 min)
Reproduction of rules (5 min)
Debriefing (5 min)
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Practice Block

Figure 3. Use of help as a function of practice and condition.

comments, as well as their objective performance, demon
strated this difference in difficulty. The average propor
tion of trials on which help was requested increased from
less than .02 in the introductory blocks to .44 in the first
block of mixed gates, proportion correct for trials on
which help was not used fell from .96 to .90, and the mean
response time for trials on which help was not used in
creased from 1,271 to 3,251 msec. This increase in
difficulty indicates that discriminating among the gate
symbols and accessing the appropriate rules was a major
source of difficulty early in learning. This effect is simi
lar to the contextual interference effect observed in ver
ballearning (e.g., Battig, 1979) and motor learning (e.g.,
Shea & Morgan, 1979), and is discussed in more detail
below.

The proportion of trials on which subjects requested
help provides an index of the difficulty of retrieving and
using rules, given different representation and judgment
types. Figure 3 shows the proportion of trials on which
help was used by practice block and experimental condi
tion. As expected, the use of help declined significantly
with practice [F(3,132) = 56.74, p < .0001,
MSe = .0190]. This decline was more pronounced for
groups using verbal rules, as reflected in a significant
representation X practice block interaction [F(3, 132) =

3.90, p = .011, MSe = .0190]. On early practice blocks,
help was used more often by the verification-rule group
than by any other group. This effect is reflected in a sig
nificant practice X representation X judgment interaction
[F(3,132) = 4.09,p < .01, MSe = .0190]. This result
supports the hypothesis that it is more difficult to derive
a verification judgment from the directional representa
tion provided by a verbal rule. The use of help did not
vary with gate type (F < 1), and no other effects were
significant (all ps > .05).

Applying the rules may be a significant source of
difficulty, even when the representation is perceptually
available. The overall proportion correct was .96 when
help was used. Fifty-eight percent of the subjects,
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however, made at least one error after using help, and
some subjects' performance was as poor as .75 correct
when using help. Accuracy when help was used did not
differ as a function of experimental conditions (F < 1).
When help was not used, accuracy was also nearly con
stant over experimental conditions (F < 1), with an over
all mean of .90 correct.

There were no differences among experimental condi
tions in the latency to request help (p > .25). The over
all mean time from the beginning of a trial until the help
key was pressed was just over 5 sec (5,057 msec). This
relatively long latency suggests that subjects requested
help only after they had failed to retrieve a representa
tion in which they had adequate confidence. Time to de
rive an answer once the help key was pressed was also
relatively long (M = 3,092 msec), and did not differ
among experimental conditions (p > .25).

Logic-gatepractice, Session 2. Although the subjects
were allowed to use help after response time feedback was
introduced, the proportion of trials on which help was re
quested continued to decline, from about .10 in the last
block of Session I to about .06 in Session 2. Trials on
which help was used were excluded from the following
analyses of judgment accuracy and latency.

Accuracy on the first block of speeded practice declined
to .86 correct, from about .91 in the last block of Session 1.
Accuracy on Blocks 2, 3, and 4 was .89, showing no
further improvement. The improvement from Block 1 to
subsequent blocks resulted in a reliable main effect of
practice [F(3,132) = 5.10, P = .002, MSe = 9,758].
Accuracy also varied with gate type [F(4,176) = 5.99,
p < .001, MSe = 20,190]. The proportion of correct
responses was .91, .90, .89, .85, and .86 for inverter,
AND, OR, NAND, and NOR gates, respectively. No other
effects on accuracy were significant (all ps > .20).

Response times for correct judgments were analyzed
with times greater than three standard deviations from
each subject's mean « 1% of the data) excluded. Re
sponse times declined over blocks of practice, with means
of 1,714, 1,441, 1,334, and 1,289 msec for Blocks 1
through 4, respectively [F(3,132) = 60.97,p < .0001,
MSe = 143,423]. No other variables interacted with prac
tice (all ps > .10).

Verification judgments were considerably slower (M =
1,678 msec) than prediction judgments [M = 1,210 msec,
F(l,44) = 26.73, p < .0001, MSe = 1,967,620]. Sub
jects who had used truth tables were faster (M =
1,340 msec) than subjects who had used verbal rules
[M = 1,549 msec, F(l,44) = 5.35, p = .026, MSe =
1,967,620]. Figure 4 shows that the advantage of truth
table over rule representations was primarily for verifi
cation judgments, although the judgment x representa
tion interaction is only marginally significant [F(l,44) =
3.79, P = .058, MSe = 1,967,620].

Response times differed for the different types of gates
[F(4,176) = 55.00, p < .0001, MSe = 252,057]. As
shown in Figure 5, inverters were judged most rapidly,
AND and OR gates somewhat more slowly, and NAND
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Rule Truth Table

Figure 4. Response time as a function of experimental condition,
Session 2.
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sentation (verbal rule or truth table) did not interact with
these variables (p > .17).

Reproduction of representations. All groups of sub
jects very accurately recalled the representations they had
been given at the beginning of the experiment. Recall of
verbal rules was scored as correct if the subject produced
a recognizable paraphrase of the rule for each gate. Truth
table recall was scored as correct if all input patterns were
listed together with the correct outputs. Both the subjects
in the prediction condition and those in the verification
condition correctly reproduced rules 95% of the time. The
subjects in the prediction condition correctly reproduced
truth tables 90% of the time; almost all of their errors in
volved omitting one or more input combinations. The sub
jects in the verification condition correctly reproduced
truth tables 100% of the time.

About 45% of the subjects in the truth-table group
reported that they had used verbal rules. Ninety-eight per
cent of these rules were correct. The subjects in the
prediction-table group were almost twice as likely as those
in the verification-table group to report verbal rules (58%
vs. 31%). This finding provides further support for the
view that verbal rules are especially appropriate for mak
ing forward, prediction judgments.
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and NOR gates most slowly. Figure 5 also shows that
these differences were greater for verification judgments.
This is reflected in a significant gate type x judgment
type interaction [F(4,176) = 5.83, p = .0002, MSe =
252,057]. No other effects on response time were signifi
cant (all ps > .10).

Transfer to untrained judgment task. According to
the experimental hypotheses, transfer to the untrained
judgment task should be asymmetric. That is, subjects
trained to make verification judgments should have little
difficulty with prediction judgments, whereas those trained
to make prediction judgments should have trouble revers
ing their representations to make verification judgments.
This prediction is supported by the data, as shown in
Figure 6. This figure displays mean latency for correct
judgments in the last block of training (trained task), and
in the transfer (untrained) task, as a function of experimen
tal condition. Overall accuracy for the transfer trials was
.898, and did not differ among experimental groups
[F(1,44) < 1, MSe = .00044]. Although subjects trained
on the verification task were actually faster (by approxi
mately 200 rnsec) on the untrained prediction task, sub
jects trained on the prediction task were slower (by
800 msec) on the untrained verification task. This inter
action of training judgment (prediction vs. verification)
and task (trained vs. transfer) is significant [F(1,44) =
104.94,p < .001, MSe = 111,374]. The type ofrepre-

Figure 5. Response time as a function of judgment type and gate
type, Session 2.
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DISCUSSION

The present study demonstrated that the context in
which causal rules are acquired-the representations used
for initial instruction and the type of judgment required
in initial practice-has a substantial impact on judgments
using those rules, even after fairly extensive practice. The
most striking result is that transfer between judgment types
was strongly asymmetrical: although subjects trained to
make prediction judgments performed much more poorly
on transfer to verification judgments, subjects trained to
make verification judgments had little difficulty in mak
ing predictions. This finding supports our hypothesis that
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judgmental asymmetries in using causal knowledge are
due at least in part to the context in which that knowledge
is acquired.

The type of representation used to instruct the subjects
also affected judgments. Overall, the subjects instructed
with truth tables made faster judgments, consistent with
previous results demonstrating the benefits of truth-table
training for rule induction (Dodd et al., 1971). As pointed
out by an anonymous reviewer, there are several alterna
tive interpretations of this finding (e.g., greater complete
ness of the truth-table representation, as well as its lack
of explicit directionality). More importantly, several
aspects of the data demonstrate an interaction of represen
tation and judgment types. The advantage of truth-table
representations was apparent primarily for verification
judgments (see Figure 4). Furthermore, the subjects who
made verification judgments on the basis of verbal rules
initially made much greater use of the help facility to
refresh their memories for the rules, suggesting greater
difficulty in deriving verification judgments from verbal
rules. Finally, the subjects who were instructed using truth
tables were much more likely to report using their own
verbal rules if they practiced making prediction judg
ments. Taken together, these results provide strong sup
port for the hypothesis that alternative representations
affect both the initial acquisition of and procedures for
using causal knowledge. Specifically, the explicitly cause
to-effect form of verbal rules is inappropriate for verifi
cation judgments.

Contrary to our initial hypothesis, verification judg
ments always required more time than predictions, even
after substantial practice. This might be attributed to the
simple addition of a step (verification) to the procedures
used to make prediction judgments. Two aspects of the
data suggest, however, that the actual situation is more
complex than this. First, judgment type and negation
showed an overadditive interaction, such that the addi
tional time required for verification was greater for
negated gates. This contrasts with the results found in a
superficially similar situation, the comparison of produc
tion and verification latencies in simple arithmetic prob
lems. In the arithmetic task, problem difficulty shows an
underadditive interaction with judgment type, which has
been attributed to interference between the displayed an
swer and retrieval of the correct answer (Campbell, 1987).
Second, the additional time required for verification was
greater for the subjects instructed with verbal rules.
Although we are not prepared to provide a detailed ex
planation of these effects, this finding has several impli
cations. First, practice with verification judgments was
not sufficient to eliminate the difference between verifi
cation and prediction, placing a limit on our suggestion
that asymmetries in causal judgment are due to lasting ef
fects of acquisition context. Second, restructuring theories
of learning (e.g., Rosenbloom & Newell, 1987), which
appear to share our initial prediction that practice would

result in the subjects' developing single-step pattern
recognition strategies for verification, seem to be chal
lenged by this result. Finally, any sequential processing
model of these judgments must allow for indirect effects
on latency, in which the output of each stage can vary
in quality as well as latency, thus slowing succeed
ing inferences and generating overadditive interactions
(McClelland, 1979, p. 317).

Negated rules resulted in longer latencies than affirma
tive rules, paralleling results from studies of linguistic ne
gation (e.g., Clark & Chase, 1972; Wason & Jones,
1963). Processing theories of linguistic negation have
generally explained this effect by postulating additional
processing steps (e.g., Carpenter & Just, 1975), and
Trabasso, Rollins, and Shaughnessy (1971) applied a simi
lar approach to modeling negation in rule processing. The
effect of negation observed here supports Trabasso et al. 's
general conclusion that a common mechanism is involved
in negation effects in a variety of situations (see also
Carlson, 1989). However, the interaction with judgment
type described above rules out a simple additive model.

Implications for the Use of Causal Knowledge
The present results demonstrate that knowledge of a

causal rule acquired in a prediction context is relatively
difficult to apply in a verification context. With more com
plex or less practiced causal relations, acquisition con
text might also have lasting effects on the likelihood or
confidencejudgments collected by Tversky and Kahneman
(1980) and others. Consider an example used by Tversky
and Kahneman to illustrate the asymmetry of inferences
about causal relations. In this example, subjects were
asked to judge which event is more likely: (1) that a girl
has blue eyes if her mother has blue eyes, or (2) that the
mother has blue eyes if her daughter has blue eyes.
Although these events are normatively of equal likelihood,
far more subjects chose the "predictive" statement
(1) than the "diagnostic" statement (2). Like the verifi
cation problems in the present study, such examples
present an input state, an output state, and a (strongly im
plied) causal relation-here, genetic inheritance. It seems
likely that knowledge of genetic inheritance is acquired
in a prediction context, perhaps with the aid of directional
verbal rules. Indeed, the fact that we cannot in general
know the context in which everyday causal knowledge
is acquired suggests the need for caution in postulating
a general, directional causal schema that constrains proce
dures for reasoning about causal knowledge.

It is important to distinguish tasks in which input
state, output state, and causal relation are presented
simultaneously-as in the logic-gate judgment task and
many others-from open-ended diagnosis tasks in which
individuals must construct or search complex causal
models. The latter situation occurs, for example, when
a technician diagnoses the cause of a fault symptom in
an electronic circuit. In troubleshooting tasks not reported



here, subjects attempted to solve problems based on net
works of logic gates. In these tasks, we could not detect
any reliable effects of acquisition context on problem
solving performance, There was enormous variability
among subjects in this problem-solving task, emphasiz
ing the need to distinguish between performance on tasks
that directly evoke knowledge of particular causal rela
tions (and are therefore appropriate for addressing issues
concerning representation and use of particular causal
knowledge) and performance on tasks that require much
more complex problem-solving processes (and are there
fore subject to many sources of variability in addition to
the use of causal knowledge).

Acquisition of Procedures for Using Rules
Performance declined dramatically when subjects shifted

from practicing single rules in a blocked procedure to
practicing with the rules mixed in a randomized proce
dure. The average proportion of trials on which help was
requested increased from less than .02 in the introduc
tory blocks to .44 in the first block of mixed gates, the
proportion correct for trials on which help was not used

. fell from .96 to .90, and the mean response time for trials
on which help was not used increased from 1,271 to
3,251 msec. This phenomenon is similar to the contex
tual interference effect found in verbal learning (e.g.,
Battig, 1979) and motor learning (e.g., Shea & Morgan,
1979), in which randomized presentation results in poorer
acquisition performance but superior retention. Hiew
(1977) demonstrated a similar effect in the rule-induction
task (Bourne, 1970). Although we did not contrast blocked
and random acquisition in terms of retention or transfer,
the present results suggest that previous findings on con
textual interference might be extended to the domain of
procedural skill.

The difficulty of dealing with multiple rules does sug
gest that learning simple cognitive skills severely taxes
working memory. The ease of blocked practice with a sin
gle rule may be a result of subjects' maintaining the rule
in short-term memory. Alternatively, the rule may be
maintained by the context in the form of an episodic
memory or rapidly available reminding (e.g., Ross,
1984). When a new rule is used in the same context,
however, the previous rule becomes very difficult to
recover. This is consistent with a model of working
memory proposed by Schneider and Detweiler (1988).
They suggest that new procedures can be maintained in
working memory by maintaining a set of codes within one
context. If a second code is stored in the same context,
however, retroactive interference greatly reduces the
availability of the first procedure. As the subject prac
tices the task, direct associations between the stimuli (e.g. ,
the logic symbol and the inputs) and the response develop,
making it unnecessary to recall the rule in declarative
form. This learning, however, is slow in comparison to
the context-learning mechanism.
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CONCLUSION

The present study demonstrated that the type of judg
ment required and the type of representation used for in
struction during acquisition have substantial effects on the
ability to use causal rules, even after extensive practice.
The results suggest that the asymmetries observed in
causal judgment may result in part from lasting effects
of acquisition context, although some asymmetry may be
inherent in the requirements of alternative judgment tasks
(such as prediction and verification). This research ex
tends previous work on rule learning (e.g., Bourne, 1970)
by examining the development of skill in using rules rather
than rule induction, and by examining the use of rules
that represent causal relations. Understanding how par
ticular pieces or types of knowledge can be used requires
consideration of how that knowledge is acquired.
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